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Abstract 
This paper generalizes a result of Mader for graphs by proving that if f is an element of a 
circuit C of a 3-connected matroid M and M\e is not 3-connected for each e E C - {f}, then 
C meets a triad of M. Several consequences of this result are proved. One of these generalizes 
a graph result of Wu. The others provide 3-connected analogues of 2-connected matroid results 
of Oxley. (~) 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Mader [2, Proposition 2] proved that i f  C is a circuit of  a 3-connected graph G with 
the property that minv~c d(v)> 3, then C has at least two superfluous edges. Here, d(v) 
denotes the degree of  a vertex v and a superfluous edge e is one for which G\e is 
3-connected. This paper shows that the above result has a matroid analogue in which 
the degree-three vertex has been replaced by its matroid analogue, the three-element 
cocircuit (or triad). That theorem, the main result o f  this paper, follows. 
1.1. Theorem. Suppose that M is a 3-connected matroid with at least four elements. 
Let C be a circuit of M and f be an element of  C. I f  M\e  is not 3-connected Jbr 
every e E C - {f},  then C meets a triad of  M. 
Oxley [3, Lemma 2.3] proved that i f  a 2-connected matroid M, with at least two 
elements, has a circuit {Xl,X2,...,Xm} such that M\xi is not 2-connected for all i 
in {1,2 . . . . .  m-  1}, then {xl,x2 .. . . .  Xm--l} contains a 2-cocircuit. By orthogonality, a 
circuit contains a 2-cocircuit if  and only i f  it meets a 2-cocircuit. Hence, our main 
result is at once the 3-connected analogue of  Oxley's 2-connected result and a matroid 
analogue of  Mader's graph result. 
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While extremal connectivity results like Theorem 1.1 are of interest in their own 
right, they also tend to be valuable tools in other areas of matroid theory. To illustrate 
this, we state several corollaries of Theorem 1.1, the proofs of which will be delayed 
until Section 4. The first is a matroid analogue of the following graph result of Mader, 
which was proved independently b  Haidong Wu (in [2]). 
1.2. I f  C is a circuit in a 3-connected graph with at most one superfluous edge [vo, vl], 
then d(vo ) = d(vl ) = 3 or there is avE  V( C) - {vo, vl} with d(v)=3. 
1.3. Corollary. Suppose that M is a 3-connected matroid with at least four elements. 
Let C be a circuit of M and f be an element of C. I f  M\e  is not 3-connected for 
every e E C - {f ) ,  then either 
(i) M has two triads meeting f, or 
(ii) M has a triad meeting C which does not contain f. 
Theorem 1.1 also leads to new results on 3-connected matroids which extend 
2-connected results. In [5], Oxley proved several results using the 2-connected analogue 
of our main theorem. These results bound the number of 2-circuits and 2-cocircuits 
in a 2-connected matroid. After proving Theorem 1.1, we will be able to see these 
results in the context of the similar results that can be proved in the 3-cormected case. 
In view of this more general context, it appears that the original 2-connected results 
should be strengthened. By examining the proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.5 
of [5], it is not difficult to see that these proofs actually establish the stronger esults 
1.4 and 1.5, which are stated below. 
In order to state and prove these results it will be convenient to establish the fol- 
lowing notation. If M is an n-connected matroid that is not (n ÷ 1)-connected, efine 
the set Del so that e C Del if M\e  is not n-connected. Let Con(M)= Del(M*). An n- 
connected matroid M is minor-minimally n-connected if either M\e  or M/e is not 
n-connected for each eEE(M) ;  that is E(M)=DelUCon.  Let fn(M) denote the 
number of dependent rank-n flats of M and let f * (M)= fn(M*). 
1.4. For all minor-minimally 2-connected matroids M having rank and corank at 
least two, 
f l  (M) + fl*(M)>>.r(M/Del) + r(M* /Con ) ÷ 1. 
1.5. For all minor-minimally 2-connected matroids M having rank and corank at 
least two, 
f~(M)+ f?'(M)>.2 
We extend these results to the 3-connected case as follows. 
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1.6. Proposition. For all minor-minimally 3-connected matroids M havin 9 rank and 
corank at least three, 
f2(M) 4. f~(M)>~ ½[r(M/Del) 4- r(M*/Con)] 4. 1. 
1.7. Proposition. For all minor-m&imally 3-connected matroids M having rank and 
corank at least three, 
fz(M) 4. f2*(M) ~>2. 
The matroid terminology used here will follow Oxley [6]. The basic property of 
matroids that a circuit and a cocircuit cannot have exactly one common element will 
be referred to as orthogonality. A partition {X, Y} of the ground set of a matroid M 
is called a k-separation of M if min{lX 1, IY]} >~k, and 
r(Y) + r (Y ) -  r (m)<~k-  1. (1) 
A matroid M is called n-connected if there is no k-separation of M for k < n. The 
inequality given by (1) is equivalent to the inequality 
r(X) 4. r*(X) - IXl ~<k - 1. (2) 
In some circumstances, (2) will be of more immediate use than (1). We will depart 
slightly from the notation for parallel connection given in [6]. In [6], if the basepoint is 
understood, then the parallel connection of the matroids M and N is denoted P(M,N). 
For clarity, we shall explicitly specify the basepoint x of a parallel connection with 
the notation Px(M,N). We will use nothing more than the basic properties of parallel 
connections, which can be found in [6]. 
Finally, note that Theorem 1.1 is similar to the following result of Lemos [1, 
Theorem 1]. 
1.8. Theorem. Suppose that M is a 3-connected matroid with at least four elements 
and let C be a circuit of M. I f  M\e  is not 3-connected for every e E C, then C meets 
at least two distinct triads of M. 
Though the proof of Theorem 1.1 will follow the general outline used by Lemos to 
prove Theorem 1.8, our weaker hypothesis will require significant detours from that 
outline. 
2. Preliminary results 
In this section we provide a list of results that will be used to prove Theorem 1.1. 
Throughout his section it is assumed that M is a 3-connected matroid with at least 
four elements. The first two results are from [8, 7.1 and 7.2 respectively]. Recall that 
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an element e of a 3-connected matroid M is called essential if neither M\e nor M/e 
is 3-connected. 
2.1. I f  e is an essential element of M then e belongs to a triangle or a triad of M. 
2.2. l f  M\e and M\ f  are not 3-connected and {e, f} is contained in a trianole T of 
M, then there is a triad T' of M such that eET t and [TMT'I=2. 
The following two results of Oxley [4, Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.1, respectively] 
were proved for arbitrary connectivity. We restate them for the 3-cormected case, which 
is all that will be needed here. 
2.3. I f  M\e is not 3-connected and (M/f ) \e  is 3-connected, then there is a triad of 
M which contains e andf  
2.4. Suppose that N/e is 3-connected, but N is not. Then either e is a loop, a coloop, 
or in a 2-cocircuit of N. 
Instead of making direct use of 2.4, we shall use the following straightforward 
consequence of it. 
2.5. Suppose that M\ f  is 3-connected but M\e is not 3-connected. Then (M\ f ) \e  
is not 3-connected. 
The next five results 2.6-2.10 follow directly from the definition of k-connectivity. 
The last two arise more clearly as consequences of (2). 
2.6. Suppose that {A,B} is a 2-separation of M\e. Then neither A nor B spans e. 
2.7. Let e be an element which does not belon9 to any triad of M. I f  {A,B} is a 
2-separation for M\e and some element f of B is spanned by A in M or M*, then 
{A U { f} ,B  - {f}} is a 2-separation for M\e. 
2.8. Suppose that {A,B} is a 3-separation of M and [BI~>4. I f  some element f of B 
is spanned by A in M or M*, then {AU{f} ,B  - {f}} is a 3-separation of M. 
2.9. Suppose that {A,B} is a partition of E(M) - {e} and IAI--2. 
(i) I f  {A,B} is a 2-separation of M\e,  then AU{e} is a triad of M. 
(ii) I f  {A,B} is a 2-separation of M/e, then AU{e} is a trianole of M. 
2.10. I f  [A I =3 and A is both a trianole and a triad of M, then [E(M)[ =4. 
The following result is due to Seymour [7, 2.3]. 
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2.11. Suppose that {A,B} & a 2-separation of a matroid N. I f  C and C ~ are circuits 
of N which intersect both A and B, then C NA is not a proper subset of C' NA. 
The following three results were verified and then used by Lemos [1, 2.5, 2.12, 2.13, 
respectively] to prove Theorem 1.8. The proof of Theorem 1.1 will also use them. 
2.12. Suppose that e is an essential element of M. I f  e does not belong to any triad 
of M, then the simplification of M/e is 3-connected and every parallel class of M/e 
has at most two elements. 
2.13. Suppose that e and f are distinct elements of M and that M\e  is not 
3-connected I f  there are triangles T and T ~ of M such that e C T ~, f E T, I T n T' I = 1, 
and T~U f is a cocircuit of M, then e belongs to a triad of M. 
2.14. Suppose that U C_E(M) and MIU ~M(K4) and that b and d are distinct ele- 
ments of U. I f  there is no triangle of MIU which contains {b,d} and neither M\b  
nor M\d  is 3-connected, then U=E(M) .  
3. The Proof 
Suppose (M,C , f )  is a triple for which Theorem 1.1 does not hold. We will call 
such a triple a bad triple. Suppose that [E(M)[ is as small as possible from among the 
matroids for which IcI is minimum and (M,C , f )  is a bad triple. Such a triple will be 
called a minimal triple. By 2.2, IcI >3. 
3.1. I f  e C C - {f}, then e is an essential element of M. 
Proof. Suppose that M/e is 3-connected and e'E C - {e, f} .  Since M\e'  is not 3- 
connected, (2.3) implies that (M/e)\e I is not 3-connected. The set C -  {e} is a circuit 
of M/e. If there is no triad of M/e meeting C-  {e}, then (M/e ,C -  {e}, f )  is a bad 
triple. This contradicts the minimality of (M,C, f ) .  Therefore, there is a triad of M/e 
meeting the circuit C - {e}. But any triad of M/e is also a triad of M, contradicting 
the assumption that (M, C, f )  is bad. Therefore M/e is not 3-connected. By assumption, 
M\e  is not 3-connected. Therefore is essential. [] 
Combining 3.1 and 2.1, it follows that if eEC-  {f}, then e is in a triangle or a 
triad of M. By assumption, C does not meet a triad. Hence, we get the following result. 
3.2. I f  e E C - {f}, then e is in a triangle of M. 
3.3. Suppose that e E C - {f} and that T is a triangle of M containing e. 
(i) I f  f l i T ,  then TNC={e}.  
(ii) I f  T' is a triangle of M distinct from T, then [T N T' I <~1. 
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Proof. Part (i) follows by 2.2. In part (ii), we may assume that if [Tn Tt[ > 1, then 
ITNT~[=2 and hence, MI(TUT~)~--U2,4. Therefore, M/e contains a parallel class 
with at least three elements. By 2.12, e is in a triad of M; a contradiction. Hence, (ii) 
follows. [] 
3.4. I f  {e,f ,a) is a triangle of M and eEC, then C=(C - {f})U  {a} is a circuit 
of M and (M, C t, a) is a minimal triple. 
Proof. By orthogonality, if a meets a triad, then C meets a triad. Therefore 
C' =(C  - { f})  U {a} does not meet a triad. By circuit elimination, C' contains a 
circuit of M and by the minimality of ]C I, the set C ~ is a circuit of M. Therefore, 
(M, C', a) is a minimal triple. [] 
3.5. I f  {e, f ,  a} is a triangle of M and e E C, then f is in a 4-cocircuit of M. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.8, M\f  is 3-connected and, by 3.4, (C -  {f})tA {a} is a circuit 
of M\f .  By 2.5, for all x E C - {f}, the matroid (M\ f ) \x  is not 3-connected. Since 
(M, (C -  {f})tA {a),a)is a minimal triple, (C -  { f} )U  {a} must meet a triad T of 
M\f .  By orthogonality, T N C is non-empty. Hence T is not a triad of M. Therefore 
T tA { f )  is a 4-cocircuit of M. [] 
3.6. There is an element eE C - {f} that is not in a triangle with f 
Proof. Suppose very element of C shares a triangle with f .  Further, suppose [C[ > 5 
and {el,e2,e3,e4,f} C_ C. By 3.3(ii), if two distinct riangles meet f ,  and one of these 
meets some other element of C, then their intersection is {f}. Therefore, we may 
assume that {ei, f ,  ai} is a triangle for i=  1,2,3,4, and that el,e2,e3,e4,f, al a2,a3, 
and a4 are distinct. By 3.5, f is in a 4-cocircuit F of M and, by orthogonality, at 
least one of ei and ai also belongs to F for all i in { 1,2, 3, 4}. This is impossible since 
IF[ =4. Therefore IC[=4. 
We may assume that C = {el,e2,e3,f} and that {ei, f ,  ai} is a triangle for i=  1,2,3. 
By orthogonality, IF M {e~, e2, e3 }[ ~> 1. Suppose F N {el, e2, e3 } = {el }. Since {f,  e2, a2 } 
and {f,  e3,a3} are triangles, by orthogonality, F= {f,  el,a2,a3}. By 3.4, {el,e2,e3,a~} 
is a circuit of M. But [F n {el,e2,e3,al}[ = 1, contradicting orthogonality. Therefore, 
IF n {el,e2,e3}[ >~2. 
Suppose F (1 {el,e2,e3} = {el,e2}. Since {f,  e3,a3} is a triangle, by orthogonality, 
F = {f,  el,e2,a3}. As r (C)= 3 and ai E cl(C) for i=  1,2,3, it follows that r({el,e2,e3, 
f ,  al,a2,a3} )=3. Hence r({f, e3,a~,a2})<<,3. So {f,  e3,al,a2} contains a circuit. But 
F N {f,  e3,al,a2}={f}. Therefore, by orthogonality, {e3,al,a2} is a triangle. Let 
{A,B} be a 2-separation of M\e3. Neither A nor B spans e3 by 2.6. Therefore, we 
may assume that fEA  and a3 EB. Since {e3,al,a2} is a triangle, 2.6 implies that if 
a2EA, then al CB. Suppose that a2EA. Since fEA  and {f,  e2,a2} is a triangle of 
M, 2.7 implies that we may assume that e2 E A. If e~ E A, then the existence of F, our 
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prior assumptions that f and a2 are in A, and 2.7 imply that {A U {a3},B - {a3}} is 
also a 2-separation of M\e3. But f and a3 must belong to different sets of the partition. 
So assume that el EB. Then the existence of the triangle {f, el,al}, our assumption 
that al is in B, and 2.7 imply that {A - {f},B U {/}} is a Z-separation of M\e3. 
This leads to the same contradiction as before. Therefore, a2 E B and al EA. Since 
f EA, the existence of the triangle {f, el,al} and 2.7 imply that we may assume that 
el EA. Now we have that {f,  ex,al} CA and {az, a3} C_B; and 2.6 implies that neither 
{A U {a3},B - {a3}} nor {A - {U},B U {f}} is a Z-separation of M\e3. If e2 6A, 
then 2.7 and the existence of F imply that {A U {a3},B-  {a3}} is also a 2-separation 
of M\e3; a contradiction. But, if e2 c B, then 2.7 and the existence of the triangle 
{f, ez,ae} imply that {A - {f},B U {f}} is a 2-separation of M\e3; a contradiction. 
Therefore, F = C. Hence, C is both a 4-circuit and a cocircuit of M. 
By 3.4 and the preceding argument using {al,el,ez,e3} in the place of C, we 
deduce that {al,el,ez,e3} is also a 4-cocircuit. But the intersection of this cocircuit 
with the triangle {f,  ez,az} is {ez}, contradicting orthogonality. This completes the 
proof. 
3.7. Suppose that {et, e} c_ C - { f}  and let M t be the simplification of M/e and 
N =Mt\e t. Then N is not 3-connected. 
Proof. Suppose that N is 3-connected. Let {A,B} be a 2-separation of M\e t for which 
e EA; that is, r~t(A) + rM(B) -- r(M)<~ 1; and 
[A[~>2 and [B[~>2. (3) 
Since M is 3-connected, rM(A U {e'}) + rM(B) -- r(M)>12. Therefore, 
rM(A) + rM(B) -- r (M)= 1. (4) 
By 2.7 and 2.6, we may assume that A is closed in M. Let A t =A O E(M') and 
B t= B N E(M'). Hence, rx(A')= rM(A)-  1 and rm(B')= rM(B U {e}) -  1. Moreover, 
r(N) = r(M) - 1. Therefore, 
rN(A t) + FN(B t) -- r(N)= rm(A) + rm(B U {e}) -- r(M) - 1. (5) 
Since A is closed in M and e E A, if A meets a non-trivial parallel class of M/e, then A 
contains that parallel class. Hence, if IA'] =0,  then A = {e}; and if IAtl = 1, then either 
A =AtU{e} or A is a triangle containing e. By 3.3(i), e and e t do not share a triangle 
of M. Therefore, since A is closed, if B meets a non-trivial parallel class of M/e, then B 
contains that parallel class. Hence, if IB'I =0,  then IB] = 0; and if IBtl = 1, then either 
B=B t, o rB  spans e inM.  
Suppose that B spans e in M. Then Eqs. (4) and (5) imply that 
rx(A') + rN(ff ) -- r(N)=0. 
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Since N is 3-connected, either A t or B' is empty. But this implies that either IAI = 1 
or IBI--0, contradicting (3). 
Therefore, we may assume that B does not span e. Eqs. (4) and (5) imply that 
rN(A') + rN(B') -- r(N) = 1. 
Since N is 3-connected, either IA'I ~< 1 or IB'I ~< 1. Since B does not span e, we have 
B =B t, contradicting (3). Therefore, we may assume that [A'I -- 1 and IAI 1>2. Hence, A 
is a triangle of  M containing e. Since B=E(M) -  (A U {e'}), Eq. (4) is equivalent o 
rM(A) + rM.(A U {e'}) -- IA U {et}l = 1. 
Hence rM.(A U {e '} )=3.  By 2.10, A is not a triad of M, and, since e t is not in a 
triad of  M, the set A U {e'} is a cocircuit of  M. By 3.2, e' is in a triangle T of M. 
Hence, by orthogonality, IT N A] >11. Moreover, 3.3(ii) implies that IT n A] = 1. But 
2.13 implies that e t is in a triad; a contradiction. Hence N is not 3-connected. [] 
3.8. Suppose that e E C - {f}  and that e is not in a triangle with f Then there is 
a cocircuit D of M such that ID n C[ = 2, e q~ D, and (D - C) U {e} is a triangle 
gyM. 
Proof. Since C is a circuit of  M, the set C - {e} is a circuit of  M/e. Let M '  be 
any simplification of  M/e. By 3.3, C - {e} is also a circuit of  M' .  I f  there is no 
triad of M t meeting C - {e}, 3.7 implies that (M',  C -  {e}, f )  is a bad triple. This 
contradicts the minimality of  (M, C, f ) .  Therefore C - {e} meets a triad D'  of M' .  
Thus, there is a cocircuit D of  M such that i fM  ~ =M/e\A, then D' =D-A  and e q~D. 
Since C meets no triad of  M, the set D t is properly contained in D. Therefore, e is 
in a triangle T such that T n D is non-empty. Since e g D, the two other elements, a
and b, of T must be in D by orthogonality. By 3.3(i) and the assumption that e is 
not in a triangle with f ,  neither a nor b is in C. We may assume that a E A, and, 
hence b E D t. Therefore, [D'N (C -  {e})l ~<2. By assumption, Dtn  (C -  {e}) is non- 
empty. Therefore, by orthogonality, ID'n (c -  {e})[ =2. Hence, Dr= {b,x,y} where 
{x, y} c_ C - {e}. Suppose that T t is another triangle meeting D and containing e. By 
orthogonality, T t n D = T ~ - {e}. Hence T ~ contains either x or y. This contradicts 
3.3(i). Therefore T is the only triangle meeting both D and e. Hence D=D ~ U {a}. 
Therefore, ID n CI = I{x, y}[ : 2 and (O - C) U {e} = {e, a, b} : T. This completes the 
proof. [] 
3.9. Suppose that D is as in 3.8. Then D N C contains an element different from f 
that is not in a triangle with f 
Proof. Suppose that DN C={f ,y} ,  D-  C={a,b},  and that {f ,y ,z}  is a triangle 
of M. Note that z may or may not belong to {a,b}. Let {A,B} be a 2-separation of 
M\e.  As {a, b, e} is a triangle of  M, 2.6 implies that {a, b} cannot be contained in the 
same set of the partition {A,B}. By 2.7, we may assume that the triangle {f ,  y,z} is 
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contained in either A or B. Hence, we may assume that {f,y,z,a} C_A and b must be 
in B. By the existence of D, the element b is in clM.(A ). Hence, b is in the closure 
of A with respect o the matroid (M\e)*. Therefore, by 2.7, we may assume that b E A; 
a contradiction. Therefore, D satisfies 3.9 if f E D n C. 
Suppose that O N C= {x,y}, D - C = {a,b}, and that {f,x,x'} and {f ,y ,y '} are 
triangles of M. By orthogonality, ID n {f,x,x'}l and ID n {f,Y,Y'}I are greater than 
one. Therefore, we may assume that x' =a  and y'  =b.  Hence, {f,x,a} and {f,y,b} 
are triangles of M. By 3.8, {e,a,b} is also a triangle of M. Since {x,y,e} C_ C, 
the set {x, y, e} is independent in M. Hence, MIX ~ ~¢r3, where X = {x, y, a, b, e, f}  
and ~¢r3 denotes the rank-three whirl. Since {x, y, e, f}  is a dependent subset of C, 
it follows that C={x,y ,e , f} .  By (3.4), (M,C,a) is also a minimal triple, where 
C'= {x, y,e,a}. Applying 3.6 to C' implies that y is not in a triangle with a. Let 
D ~ be a cocircuit satisfying the conditions of 3.8 relative to the element y and the 
circuit C'. Applying the result of  the first paragraph, relative to the triple (M, C',a), 
cocircuit D ~, and element y E C ~, either D ~ satisfies 3.9 or a q~ D' O C. The former case 
is impossible since every element of C ~ - {y} is in a triangle with a, In the latter 
case, 3.8 implies that yf~D ~ either. Therefore, DtN C'={x,e}. Since {f,x,a} and 
{f ,  y, b} are triangles, orthogonality implies that D' = {x, e, f ,  b}. Since {x, y, a, b} is a 
cocircuit, r*({x,y,b,e,f})=r*(X). But r*({x,y,b,e,f})=r*(D'U {y})~<4. There- 
fore r*(X) ~<4. Hence, r(X) + r*(X) - IX[ ~< 1. Since M is 3-connected, IE - S l  <~ 1. 
Since every element of 3q/'3 is in a triad, ~/U 3 is not a counterexample to Theorem 1.1. 
Therefore, [E - X[ = 1. Hence, IE(M) - {x,y,a,b,e,f} I = 1. Consider the possible 
3-connected single-element extensions M of ~]/'3 by an element z. Since neither x, y, 
nor e can be in a triad of M, the element z cannot be added to one of the three-point 
lines of ~W 3. Nor can z be added freely to ~/U 3 since M\e cannot be 3-connected. There- 
fore, z must be added to one of the two-point lines of ~/¢-3. But any such choice results 
in a matroid for which the deletion of at least one of x, y, or e is still 3-connected. 
Therefore, no extension can result in the desired matroid and hence, the proof is 
complete. [] 
I f  e E C - { f}  and e is not in a triangle with f ,  then denote by De a cocircuit of  
M which satisfies the properties of 3.8 and denote by T~ the triangle (De - C )  U {e}. 
3.10. Suppose that e E C - {f} ,  and e is in no triangle with f Then Te is the unique 
triangle containing e. 
Proof. By 3.9, there is an element c of M that is in De n C and not in a triangle 
with f .  By 3.3(i), c is the only element of T~ in C. Suppose that Te = {a,b,e}. 
By 3.8, De - C = {a, b}. By orthogonality, {a, b} n Tc is non-empty. But by 3.3(ii), 
I~nTcl ~< 1, hence, we may assume that b E T~ and that a q~ To. Therefore, T,. = {b,c,d} 
for some element d belonging to neither Te nor C. Observe that {b,d} C_Dc. By 3.8, 
the other two elements of Dc must come from C. By orthogonality, one of those other 
elements must be e. Hence, {b, d, e} C_ De. By the submodularity of the rank function, 
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r({a,b,c,d,e})=r(Te U Tc)<<.3. If {a,e,d,c} contains a triangle, then that triangle 
would contradict 3.3(ii) with respect o either T~ or To. Hence, {a,e,d,c} has rank at 
least three. Therefore, r( Te U Tc ) = 3. 
Suppose that there is another triangle T~ which contains e. By 3.3(ii), neither a 
nor b is in Te ~. By 3.3(i), the other two elements of T~ are not in C. By orthogonal- 
ity with respect o D~, the intersection of {b,d} and Te ~ is non-empty. Hence, d E Te'. 
Let g be the remaining element of Tet; that is, Te ~ = {d, e, g}. Since {d, e} _C T~ U To, 
the element #Ecl(T~ U T~). Hence, r(Te U T~ U Te~)=3. Therefore, {9,d,c,a} con- 
tains a circuit C' of M. As 9, c, a ~ D~ and d E Dc, by orthogonality, C' = {9, c, a}. 
Hence, {a, b, e}, {b, c, d}, {d, e, 9}, and now {a, c, g} are all triangles of the rank-three 
set U = {a,b,c,d,e,g}. Since the existence of any other triangle would violate 3.3(ii), 
these are the only triangles of U. Hence, M[U ~M(K4). Since neither M\e  nor M\c is 
3-connected, 2.14 implies that U =E(M).  Since f E E (M) -  U, we have a contradic- 
tion. Hence, the triangle Te ~ does not exist. [] 
3.11. Suppose that {el,e2,e3} c_C - { f} ,  that no triangle meeting {el,e2,e3} con- 
tains f ,  and that De: A C = { el, e3 }. Then Te~ riTe2 ATe3 =0. 
Proof. Suppose that Te~ -e l  = {al,a2} and T~ 2 -e2  = {a2,a3}. If the result does not 
hold, then Te3 -e3  = {a2,a4}. By orthogonality and the characterization given in 3.8, 
Der = {al,a2,e2,e3}, D~ 2 = {a2,a3,el,e3}, and De3 = {a2,a4,el,e2}. 
Put U= {al,a2,a3,aa, el,e2,e3}. The existence of the cocircuits De~,De2, and De3 
imply that {el,ez, e3,a2} spans U in M*. Similarly, the existence of the triangles 
T~,, Te2, and Te3 imply that {abae, a3,a4} spans U in M. Hence, it follows that 
r(U)+r*(U)-[U[ ~< 1. As M is 3-connected and ICI >3, it follows that I E (M) -U[  = 1. 
Thus E(M) - U= {f} and r({al,ae,a3,a4} )=4. Therefore, r({a2,a3,a4,e2,e3} )= 3. 
Hence, r({ae, a3, an, e2, e3 } )+ r({a~, el } ) - r (M)  = 5 - r (M).  Since M\f  is 3-connected, 
r(M) ,N< 3. Therefore the rank of M must be three. But if r (M)= 3, then {e3, al, a2, a3} 
contains a circuit of M. By 3.3(ii), {al,ae, a3} is not a triangle, and by 3.10, e3 is 
no other triangle of M. Therefore, {e3,al,a2,a3} is a circuit of M. But this circuit 
intersects the cocircuit De3 in only one element, a2; a contradiction. Hence the result 
holds. [] 
The remainder of the proof will use a sequence (e0,el . . . . .  en, en+l ) of distinct ele- 
ments of C and a set {al, a2 . . . . .  an+l } disjoint from C, where n i> 1. We assume that 
these elements atisfy the following conditions. 
(S1) For all i in {1,2 . . . . .  n+ 1}, the element e iEC-  {f} and ei is not in a triangle 
with f .  
($2) All ai are distinct and the ai are defined by: 
for all i in {1 ,2 , . . . ,n -  1}, the singleton {ai+l}=Te, NTei+~; 
{a l}=Te, -  {a2, el} and {an+l} = Te, -{an,  e,}; and 
for n = 1, put Te~ - {el} = {al,a2}. 
($3) For all i in {1,2 . . . . .  n}, the set {ei-l,ei+l}=De, AC. 
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3.12. Such a sequence can be defined for n = 1. 
ProoL By 3.6 there is an element el E C - { f}  not in a triangle with f .  Therefore, 
by 3.8 and 3.9, there is a cocircuit D< = {al,a2,eo, e2} with triangle T< = {et,al,a2}. 
Moreover, D~, N C= {e0, e2} where it may be assumed that e2 is not in a triangle 
with f .  The sequence e0,el,e2 and elements al and a2 satisfy (S1) - ($3)  
for n=l .  [] 
3.13. The element an+l c T~,+, (or, if n=l ,  th& may be assumed) and, f 
an+z E 7",,+, - {e~+l,an+l}, then an+2 #a,  for i= 1,2 . . . . .  n + 1. 
Proof. For n= 1, consider the sequence defined in 3.12. By 3.3, el ~Te2. Hence 
7",, 2 ND< C {e2,al,a2}. By orthogonality, IT< N {al,a2}l >~ 1. But by 3.3, IT,, 2 N T< I~< 1. 
Therefore, ]Te~ N {al,a2}[ = 1. Hence, we may assume that a2 E Te2 and al ~ Te~. There- 
fore, if a3 E Te2-  {e2,a2}, then a3f[{al,a2}. Suppose that n~>2. By (S1) and ($3), 
assertion 3.11 holds with {e~,e2, e3} replaced by {en-~,en,en+l}. Also, by ($2), Te,, 1 = 
{en- l ,an-t ,an} and T~° = {en, a~,an+l}. Since en+l EDe,,NTe~+~ and Te,,+, f-IC =e,,+t, 
by orthogonality, either an or an+l belongs to Te,+,. By 3.11 we have that an+t ~ T,, , .  
I f  a,+2 ~ Te,,+~ - {e,+l, a,+l }, clearly an+2 # an+l, and 3.3 implies that a,+2 # a,,. More- 
over, aiED< for i=  1,2 . . . . .  n -  1. Since the elements el,ez . . . . .  en+l,al,a2 . . . . .  a,,+l 
are distinct and De, = {el- l, ei+l, ai, ai+ i } for i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, neither en+ 1 nor an+ ~ is in 
D,,, for i = 1,2 . . . . .  n - 1. Hence, by orthogonality, an+2 # ai for i = 1,2 . . . . .  n - 1. Thus, 
a~+2¢ai fo r i= l ,2  . . . . .  n+ l .  [] 
From now on suppose that {an+2} = Te.., -{en+l,an+l}. 
3.14. The element en EDen+,. I f  en+2 is the element of  De,+, N C different .from e,,, 
then en+2 ~ {el, e2 . . . . .  en+l }. 
Proof. By 3.13, Teo+, ={en+l,an+l,a,+2}. Therefore, 3.8 and 3.10 imply that an+l 
and an+2CD .... . Since Te,={en,a,,,an+l} and 3.8 says that [De,+, nc l=2,  ortho- 
gonality implies that enEDe .... i.e., {en, an+l,an+2}CD ..... • Let en+2 be the 
element of  D .... N C different from en. Since en+l q~De°_,, the element en+2 equals 
neither en nor en+l. By 3.13, el,e2 . . . . .  en~.l,al,a2 . . . . .  an+2 are distinct, and by ($2), 
Te, = {ei, ai,ai+l} for i=  1,2 . . . . .  n. Hence {en, antlan+2} N Te, is empty for i=  1,2 . . . . .  
n -  1. By orthogonality, en+2 ~ ei for i = 1,2 . . . . .  n -  1. Hence, en+2 ¢e i  for i = 
1,2, . . . ,n  + 1. [] 
From now on suppose that en+2 is the element of  De.+, N C different from en. Parts 
(a) and (b) of  Fig. 1 illustrate the relative positions of the triangles T< and the co- 
circuits De,, respectively. From now on, assume that the sequence is maximal and let 
,~- = f U {x E C: x is in a triangle with f} .  Observe that each such sequence satisfies 
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Fig. 1. (a) The triangles Tei= {ai, el, ai+l }, (b) the cocircuits Dei = {el-1, ai, ai+l, ei+l }. 
one of the following: 
(i) e~+2 ~ eo and either en+2 or eo is not in ~-; 
(ii) {eo, e~+2} C_~- and either f = en+2 ~ eo or f = eo ~ e,+2; 
(iii) e~+2 =eo (~- ;  
(iv) en+2 = eo E ~;  
(v) {en+2,eo} c~,  and en+2,eo, and f are distinct. 
3.15. In Case (i), the sequence is not maximal. 
Proof. Suppose that case (i) holds and en+2 ~.  If we replaced n by n+ 1, then (S1) 
follows by assumption, 3.13 implies ($2) and, 3.14 implies ($3). Hence, the origi- 
t I I nal sequence can be lengthened. If eo ~,  then consider the sequence o, e 1 . . . . .  e,+ l, 
where e~ =e~+2-i. Making the appropriate changes in the ai's, this sequence satisfies 
(S1)-($3) and eo satisfies the conditions of e'n+ 2 given by 3.14. Hence, as before, this 
sequence can be lengthened. [] 
3.16. Case (ii) is impossible. 
Proof. If f=eo  ~ en+2, the sequence can be reordered as in the proof of 3.15 so that 
f = e'n+ 2~ e~o . Therefore, we may assume that f = e~+2 ~ e0. 
Since {al,a2,eo, e2} is a cocircuit and the element e0 E ~-, by orthogonality, either 
{en+2,eo, a2}, {e~+2,eo, al}, or {en+2,eo, a2} is a triangle. The last set is ruled out 
by 3.3(i). 
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Suppose that {e~+2, e0, a2 } is a triangle. Consider the cocircuit Deo+~ ----- {a~+j, a,,+2, e,, 
e~+2} of 3.14. By orthogonality and since n is at least one, a2 = a~+l. Hence, n = 1 and 
en+2 = e3. Let {A,B} be a 2-separation ofM\e l .  By 2.6, neither A nor B can span el in 
M. Therefore, al and a2 cannot be in the same set of the separation. Suppose that al E B 
and a2 EA. Since {al,a2,eo, e2} is a cocircuit, 2.7 implies that e2 and eo must be in 
different sets of  the partition. Suppose that e2 E A and e0 E B. If e3 E B, then, since 
{e3,eo, a2} is a triangle and e0 EB, 2.7 implies that we may assume that a2 EB; a con- 
tradiction. But, if e3 E A then, by 2.7, we may assume that e0 E A; also a contradiction. 
A similar argument resulting in a similar contradiction occurs when assuming that e0 E A. 
Suppose that {en+2, e0,at  } is a triangle. Since {an+l,an+2, e~, en+2} is a cocircuit, by 
orthogonality, n = 0; a contradiction. [] 
3.17. Suppose that case (iii) holds. Then Teo = {eo, al,an+2}, and there is a circuit C' 
of  M such that {al,a2 . . . . .  a~+2} C_ C'. 
Proof. By 3.13, al ~ an+2. By orthogonality, the intersection of  T~,. 2 and the cocircuit 
{e~,en+2,a,+l,a,+2} contains e~+2 and at least one other element. By 3.3(i), that other 
element cannot be e~. Since a~+l E T~. n T~o÷~, 3.11 implies that an+2 E Te~÷2. Similarly, 
al E Te0. Hence T~ 0 = Te~÷2 = {eo, al,a~+2}. 
As a2 and e2 are not in series in M\e l ,  there is a circuit C" of  M such that 
a2 E C tt and e l ,e  2 ( [C '1. Let C (i-l) be a circuit such that ei c C ( i - l )  and eJ ~ C(i-I) 
for all j ~< i - 1 ~< n + 1. Note that C" is such a circuit for some i. By strong circuit 
elimination there is a circuit C ( i) C_ ( C ( i- l) U T~, ) -{e l}  such that a 2 E C ( i) . Hence, there 
is a circuit C (i) containing a2 for which ej ([ C (i) for all j<~i. By induction, there is a 
circuit C (~+2) such that ej ~C (~+2) for all j<~n + 2. Let C"= C (~+2). By orthogonality 
and the existence of the cocircuits D~, the set {al,a2 . . . . .  a~+2} C C'. [] 
3.18. Case (iii) is impossible. 
Proof. By 3.17, there is a circuit C ~ of M such that {al,a2 . . . . .  an+2} C_ C t. Let {A,B} 
be a 2-separation of M\e l .  We may assume that al EA. By 2.6, a2EB. Recall that 
leo = Teo÷2 = {eo, al,a~+e}. Suppose that T,,, is a subset of  either A or B for each i ~ 1. 
Then Te,÷2 CA, and Te2 C_B. Also, for some iE {2,3 . . . . .  n + 1}, Tei C_B and Te,~ C_A. 
But this contradicts ($2), that ai÷l E Te, N T~,~, for iE {2,3 . . . . .  n + 1}. Therefore, for 
some i ~ 1, the set Tei is contained in neither A nor B. If ITs, NAI >/2, by 2.7, we may 
assume that Te, C A. Therefore, we may assume that for each i ~ 1 either T~, C_ A or 
[Tei nBI >/2, with the latter case holding for at least one iS  1. If Tel - {e} C_B, by 2,7, 
we may assume that ei E B. Hence, for some i ~ 1, we have I T~i N A I = 1 and ei E B. 
Therefore, Te~ NA C_ {ai, ai+l } C C I. Hence, T~ NA C C ~ NA. By 2.11, it follows that 
T~NA=C'NA.  Since al EAMC'  and i~  1, it follows that i=0 .  Since Te, NA={a~},  
we may assume that a~ E B; a contradiction. [] 
The next three observations apply to case (v). 
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3.19. Suppose that case (v) holds. Then {f,  eo, al} and {f,e,+2,a,+2} are triangles. 
Proof. By assumption, {f,  eo,x} and {f,e,+2,y} are triangles for some x and y. For 
the two triangles, consider the cocircuits De, and De,+~, respectively. Since neither 
x nor y is in C, it follows by orthogonality that xC{al,a2} and yE{a,+l,an+2}. 
I f  x=a2, then {f,  eo,x} ADe2 = {x}; a contradiction. Therefore, {f, eo, al} is a tri- 
angle. Similarly, if y = an+l, then {f ,  en+2, y} f-qDe, : {y}; a contradiction. Therefore, 
{f,  en+2,an+2} is also a triangle. [] 
3.20. Suppose that case (v) holds. Then {f,  en+2, an+2} is the only triangle rneetin 9
en+2. 
Proof. Suppose there is another triangle {en+2,x, y} meeting en+2. Because of the exis- 
tence of the cocircuit De.+~, orthogonality implies that {x,y} N {e,,an+l,a,+2} is non- 
empty. Since {f,  en+2,an+2} is a triangle, 3.3 implies that {x,y}A{en, an+l,an+2}= 
{an+l }. We may assume that x = a,+i. I f  y E De., since x = an+l and {en+l, an+l, a,+2} 
and {en, an,an+l} are triangles, 3.3 implies that y-=en-l. By 3.3(ii), this is possible 
only if en-l E o~. By (S1), this is only possible if n= 1 and y=eo. Hence {eo, e3,a2} 
is a triangle of M. Since e0, e3 E C - {f},  Tutte's Triangle Lemma 2.2 implies that C 
meets a triad; a contradiction. [] 
3.21. Suppose that case (v) holds. Then there is a 4-cocircuit F such that {a,+2, f}  
C F and en+2 ~F. 
Proof. Let M'  be a simplification of M/en+2. Since {f,  en+2, an+2} is the only triangle 
containing e,+2 we may assume that M~=M/en+2\an+2. Therefore, C - {e,+2} is a 
circuit of M'. By 3.7 and the minimality of ]C I, the circuit C -  {en+2} meets a triad 
F ' of M ~. Therefore, there is a cocircuit F of M such that F ~ =F  - {an+2}. Since 
en+2 ~F,  by orthogonality, the remaining element f of the triangle {f,  en+2, an+2} must 
belong to F. Since F t contains only three elements the result follows. [] 
From now on, either case (iv) or (v) holds and put A0 = {a2, a3 . . . . .  an+2, e2 ....  , en+l }. 
3.22. Suppose that C ~ is a circuit of M\al and C'nAo¢•. Then C~nAo~ 
{a2,a3 . . . . .  a.+2}. 
Proof. Suppose that C NAoC{a2,a3 . . . . .  an+2}. By assumption, this intersection is 
non-empty and al ~C p. Therefore, there is a kE{1,2 , . . . ,n  + 1} such that akf[C ~ 
and ak+l c C .  Hence, the cocircuit Dek = {ak, ak+l,ek-l,ek+~} intersects C' at ak+l; a 
contradiction. [] 
3.23. Suppose that Li, j=UJk=i Tek , for 2<~i<j<<.n + 1. Then MlLi, j=Pa,+~(Li, t Lt,j ) 
for i<~l<j. 
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Proof. Suppose that j - i=  1. Then we need to show that M[(T< U Te,< )=P .... 
(Te,, T~,+~ ). By 3.3(ii), T< and Te,+~ are the only triangles in Li,j. Therefore r(Li,j) = 3, 
and hence r(Li,j/ai+l)=2. Since Te, and Te,+, are triangles containing ai+l, if 
R= T<-  {az+l} and S= T<+, - {ai+l}, then R and S are 2-circuits of Li,//ai+l. Since 
r(Li4/ai+l)=2, it follows that Li, j/a~+l =M[R®MIS.  Hence, L~,j=Mt(T < U T,,,~)= 
P.~+,(T<,T<.,). 
Now suppose that j - i > 1. In general, if x belongs to E(M2), then 
Px(Py(MI,Mg ),M3 ) = Py(MI,Px(M2,M3 ) ). 
Therefore, if we assume that the result holds for Li,/-1, it is suffÉcient o show that 
Li,j = Pa/(Li,j-I, Tej ). 
Since L~,j-I is the parallel connection o f j -  i triangles, r(Li,j-1 )= j -  i + 1. There- 
fore, r (L i , j _ l /a j )= j -  i. Clearly, r(Tejaj)= 1. Hence, it is sufficient to show that 
r(Li,j/aj) = j  - i + 1. This is equivalent o showing that r(L~,j)=j - i + 2. By sub- 
modularity, r(Li,j)<,j - i + 2. Suppose that r(Li. j)=j - i + 1. Consider the subset 
{ai, a~+~ ... . .  aj+l} C_Li, j. Since [{ai, ai+~ ... . .  aj+l}l = j  - i + 2, this set must contain a 
circuit. This contradicts 3.22. Hence, r (L i , j )= j -  i + 2, which completes the proof. ½ 
3.24. There is a 2-separation {A,B} of M\el  such that {e0,e,+2} C_B and Ao C_A. 
Proof. Let {A,B} be a 2-separation of M\el such that a2 EA and A is closed in M 
and M*. Since el cannot be in the closure of either B or A in M, it follows that al E B. 
Since B cannot span a2, at least one other element of Te2 = {e2,a2,a3} must be in A. 
Therefore, Te2 C A. Hence, if n = 1, then Ao C_ A. 
Suppose n> 1 and Te3 = {e3,a3,a4} CA. Then, {a2,a3,a4, e2, e3} CA. Further, sup- 
pose that {a2 . . . . .  ai, e2 .. . . .  ei- l } C A. Then De,_~ N A ~_ { ai- 1, ai, el-2 }. Since A is closed 
in M*, the remaining element ei must also be in A. Therefore, T< NA ~_{ai, ei}. Since 
A is closed in M, the remaining element ai+l must also be in A. By induction, Ao C_A. 
Therefore, we may assume that {a4,e3} C_ B. Hence, a4 E B and {e2,a3} C A. Since 
A is closed in M*, the remaining element, e4, of the cocircuit De3 must belong to 
B. Therefore, {aa, e3,ea}CB. Since {a3,aa, a3} is a circuit of M, 2.7 implies that 
{BU{a3},A-  {a3}} is a 2-separation of M\el.  Also, since {e2, ea, a3,a4} is a co- 
circuit of M, 2.7 implies that {BU {a3,e2},A- {a3,e2}} is a 2-separation of M\el.  
But then the set B U {a3, e2} spans a2, and hence it spans el, contradicting 2.6. Hence, 
A0 CA. 
Recall that A is closed in M*, Therefore, e0 E B, otherwise, al E A by the existence 
of D<. In case (iv), the result is proved because e0 = en+2. Suppose that case (v) 
holds; that is, {f ,  eo, al} and {f ,  en+z, an+2} are triangles. Suppose that en+2 EA. By 
the existence of the triangle {f ,  en+2, an+2}, and the fact the A is closed in M, it follows 
that f E A. By 3.20, {f ,  en+z, an+2} is the only triangle meeting en+2. By 3.21, there 
is a 4-cocircuit F of M such that {an+2, f}  C F and e,+2 ~ F. By the existence of the 
triangle {f ,  e0, al } and orthogonality, IF A {e0, al }1/> 1. Suppose that {e0, a,+2, f}  C F. 
By the existence of Te°+,, either an+l or e,+l also belongs to F. In either case, e0 is in 
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the closure of A in M*; a contradiction. Suppose that (al,an+2,f} C_F. The existence 
of Te, and Te,÷~ implies that n must equal 1 and the remaining element of F must 
be a2. But, in this case, F n C = {f}; a contradiction. Therefore, we may assume that 
e~+2 belongs to B. [] 
3.25. Qj = {ai, ei, ei+l .. . . .  ej_l,aj} is a circuit of  MlAo for 2 <<.i <j<~n + 1. 
Proof. This follows from 3.23 and the fact that C ~ is a circuit of a parallel connection 
Px(M1,M2) if and only if C' is a circuit of M1 or M2, or C '= (C~ U C~) -  {x} where 
Cf is a circuit of 34. containing the basepoint x, for i = 1,2. [] 
3.26. I f  C r is a circuit of  M\{eo, e,+2,el,al} which intersects A0, then C' is equal to 
some Cij. 
Proof. Suppose that C ~ nA0 n C = 0. Then C' nA0 _C{a2,a3 . . . . .  a~+2}, contradicting 
3.22. Therefore, CNAoNC is a non-empty subset of {e2,e3 . . . . .  en+l}. Suppose that 
Ct#Ci j  for all i,j. Among all such circuits, choose C' such that Ic'n.40nCI is as 
small as possible. Let k be the largest integer in {2, 3 . . . . .  n + 1} such that ek E C t. 
By circuit elimination with respect to the circuits C' and Ckk, there is a circuit 
C" _C(C' U {ak, ak+l }) -- {ek}. By the minimality of IC' NAo n C[, the circuit C" = Cij 
for some i andj.  Since ek ~C" ,  either j~<k or i>~k+l. Since ak or ak+l is in C", either 
j=k  or i=k  + 1. I f j=k ,  then C"= {ai, ei . . . . .  ek-t,ak}. Hence C' ~{ai ,  e i , . . . ,ek_ t ,  
ek}. Since C' cannot contain Ci~k+l) or Cik, neither aa nor ak+l is not in C'. By 
the choice of k, the element ek+l is not in C ~. This contradicts orthogonality with 
respect to the circuit C' and the cocircuit Dek ={ak, ak+l,ek-l,ek+l}. I f  i=k  + 1, 
then C" = {ak+l,ek+l ... .  ,ej- l ,aj}. Hence, C' _D{ek+l . . . . .  ej-l,aj}. This contradicts the 
choice ofk .  [] 
3.27. The partition {Ao,E(M\el ) - A0} is a 2-separation of M\el.  
Proof. Since both sets have at least two elements, it is sufficient o show that r(Ao)+ 
r(E(M\el ) -Ao) -  r(M\el )~< 1. By 3.24 there is a 2-separation {A,B} of M\el  such 
that A0 CA and {e0, en+2} C B. Since {e0,en+2, e~, al } NA = 0, we have, by 3.26 that if 
C r is a circuit of M[A then C r n A0 = 0 or C ' -A0  = 0. Hence r(A)= r(Ao)+ r(A\Ao). 
By submodularity, r(A - Ao) + r(B) >>.r((A - Ao) tAB) = r(E(M\el ) - Ao). Therefore, 
1 = r(A) + r(B) - r (M\e l )  
= r(Ao) + r(A - Ao) + r(B) - r (M\el )  
>>. r(Ao ) + r(E(M\el ) - Ao ) - r(M\et ). 
This completes the proof. [] 
3.28. The partition {X,Y} of E(M) is a 3-separation of M, where X={en,  en+l, 
an+ l ~ t/n+2 }. 
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Proof. By 3.27, {Ao,E(M\el )-A0} is a 2-separation ofM\e l .  Therefore, the partitions 
{Ao,E(M) -Ao} and {Ao tO {el },E(M) - (A0 to {el })} are 3-separations of M. If n = 1, 
then X = Ao tO {el }. Suppose that n t> 2 and consider the 3-separation {A0, E(M) - Ao }. 
Since {el,al} CE(M) -Ao  and T~ = {ei,al,az} is a triangle of M, 2.8 implies that 
{A0 - {a2},(E(M) - Ao) tO {a2}} is also a 3-separation of M. Since {eo, al,a2,e2} is 
the cocircuit De1 of M, we may add the element e2 to (E (M) -  Ao)U {a2}, creating 
another 3-separation of M. Clearly, this procedure can be repeated, removing first ai 
and then ei from A0 = {a2,e2 .. . . .  ai-l,ei-1} until an is the last element removed. Thus 
we obtain the desired partition. [] 
Assertion 3.28 implies that 
r({en, en+,, an+t, an+2 }) + r*({en, e,+l, an+l, an+z}) = 6. 
Since r({en,en+l,an+l,an+2})= 3, it follows that {en,en+l,an+l,an+2} contains a cocir- 
cuit C' of M. Since en+l and en+2 do not belong to any triad of M, C' -- {en, e,+l,an+l, 
an+2}. But this contradicts 2.13 and with this we finish the proof of Theorem 1.1. [] 
4. Further results 
In this final section we state several consequences of Theorem 1.1 and indicate where 
further esearch may lead. We begin by showing how Corollary 1.3 follows from the 
main theorem. 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. Suppose that (i) is not satisfied. By Theorem 1.1, either (ii) 
holds or M has only one triad T meeting C and it contains f .  Suppose the latter case 
holds. Since f E T, the matroid M\f  is not 3-connected. Theorem 1.8 contradicts our 
assumption. Hence (ii) holds. [] 
A matroid analogue of a degree three vertex is the triad - -  a three-element cocircuit. 
The edges incident with a degree three vertex correspond to a triad in the cycle ma- 
troid of the graph; but, not every triad of a graphic matroid corresponds to the edges 
incident o a degree three vertex. Hence, a triad is not a perfect generalization of a 
degree three vertex. A vertex-triad of a matroid M is a triad T for which M\T  is con- 
nected. For 3-connected graphs and matroids, a vertex-triad is a direct generalization 
to matroids of a degree three vertex. Wu has used Theorem 1.1 to prove the following 
[9, Theorem 1.3]. 
4.1. Theorem. Let C be a circuit of a 3-connected binary matroid M such that 
IE(M)I >/4 and suppose that e is an element of C. I f  for all elements x ~ e of C, the 
matroid M\x  is not 3-connected, then C meets a vertex-triad of M. 
We mention Wu's result not only because it demonstrates an interesting application 
of Theorem 1.1, but also because the relatively short proof provided by Wu can be 
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easily modified to produce a short proof of Mader's result cited at the beginning of 
Section 1. Therefore, one may view both Theorems 1.1 and 4.1 as generalizations of 
Mader's result. 
Recall the Theorem 1.8 counts triads. Next, we shall establish a stronger esult which 
counts rank-2 dependent fiats in the dual. This stronger esult will be needed to prove 
Propositions 1.6 and 1.7. First we prove the following easy but useful lemma. 
4.2. Suppose that M is 3-connected and ACE(M)  such that IA]~>2. Then 
r(A) + r*(A) - IAI ~< 1 if  and only if r(A) = r(M) and r*(A) = r(M*). 
Proof. I f  r(A) + r*(A) - IA[ = 0, then I E - A I = 0 and the result holds. Therefore, we 
may assume that r(A) + r*(A) - [A I ---- 1 and IE -AI--  1. Since [E[ =r (M)  + r(M*), 
we have that 
1 = r (A)  + r* (A)  - [A I 
r(M) + r(M*) - IEI + 1 
= 1. 
Hence, r (M)=r(A)  and r(M*)=r*(A). [] 
4.3. Proposition. Suppose that M & a 3-connected matroid having rank and corank at 
least three and let C be a circuit of M. Further, suppose that M\e is not 3-connected 
for every e E C. Then C meets at least two dependent rank-2 flats of M*. 
Proof. I f  C is a triangle, then 2.2 implies that either the result holds for C, or C is 
contained in a dependent rank-2 flat of M*. But this implies that C is a triad of M. 
Hence, r(C)+ r* (C) -  I C] = 1. By 4.2, r(M)= r(M*)=2; a contradiction. Therefore, 
the result holds if ICI =3.  
By Theorem 1.8, C meets at least one dependent rank-2 fiat of M*. Let M and C 
be such that C meets only one dependent rank-2 fiat D of M* and ]C] is minimal 
among circuits which do not satisfy the result. Hence, IcI t>4. Since C meets at least 
two triads, ID] ~>4. By orthogonality, [D - C[ ~< 1. 
Let e E D N C and suppose that M r =M/e is 3-connected. Then D ~ =D - {e} is a 
dependent rank-2 flat of  (M/) * and Ct -  C - {e} is a circuit of  M ~ which meets 
only one dependent rank-2 flat of  (Mr) *. I f  x E C ~ - D, then 2.3 implies that MP\x 
is not 3-connected. Suppose that x E C t N D. Then x is in a triad of M ~ and hence, 
M~\x is not 3-connected. By the minimality of  ICI, either r(M ~) ----2 or r((M~) *) ---2. 
Since r((Mt) *) = r(M* ), we may assume that r(M')---2. This implies that r (M)= 3. 
Therefore, r(D)~<3 and hence, r(D) + r*(D) - [Dr ~< 1. By 4.2, r*(M)=r*(D)=2; a 
contradiction. Hence, if e E D n C, then M/e is not 3-connected. Since D n C contains a 
triad of  M, Theorem 1.8 implies that DA C meets a triangle T of  M. By orthogonality, 
[TAD[ ~>2. Hence, r (TND)+r* (TND) - [TAD I =4- ITnDI .  By the 3-cormectivity 
of M and our assumptions about the rank and corank of M, we have that [TNDI =-2. 
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But since ID]/>4, there is a triad contained in D which intersects T in precisely one 
element, contradicting orthogonality. This completes the proof. [] 
Next we turn to Proposition 1.7. Recall that f2 is the number of dependent rank- 
two flats of M and f *  is f2(M*). Proposition 1.7 says that, for a minor-minimally 2 
3-connected matroid M with rank and corank at least three, f2 (M)+ f~'(M)>~2. 
Proof of Proposition 1.7. If Del is dependent, hen Proposition 4.3 implies that 
f~  >~2, and the result holds. By duality, f2 >~2 if Con is codependent. So suppose 
that Del is independent and that Con is coindependent. Hence, Del is contained in 
a basis of M and Con is contained in a cobasis of M. Since DelUCon=E(M) ,  
the set Del must be a basis B of M and Con must be the cobasis E(M) - B of M. 
Since M is 3-connected, there is an element eE E (M) -  B and a circuit C C_ B U {e}. 
Since C satisfied the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, it meets a triad of M. The same 
argument applied to the dual proves that M also contains a triangle. Hence, 
f2 (M)+ f*(M)>~2. [] 
We now turn to the proof of Proposition 1.6. Recall that this result is the 3-connected 
analogue of 1.4. The proof of 1.4 used the following result of Oxley [3, Corollary 2.6]. 
4.4. Let M be a 2-connected matroid having corank at least two. Suppose that 
A C E(M) is such that for all a in A, M\a  is not 2-connected Then either A is 
independent or A meets at least IAI- r(A)+ 1 dependent rank-1 flats of M*. 
Likewise, our proof of Proposition 1,6 will use the following analogue of 4.4. 
4.5. Proposition. Let M be a 3-connected matroid having corank at least three. 
Suppose that A C E(M) is such that for all a in A, M\a  is not 3-connected. Then 
either A is independent or A meets at least ½(]A I - r(A)) + 1 dependent rank-2 .fiats 
of M*. 
Proof. Suppose that A is dependent and let A' be the union of all circuits of M con- 
tained in A. Let X be the set of elements of A' which are contained in 
rank-2 dependent flats M*. Then, by Theorem 1.1, X meets every circuit of MIA'. 
Since the cobases of a matroid are the minimal sets meeting every circuit, it follows 
that X contains a cobasis B* of MIA'. Choose an element a of B*. The element a 
is in a rank-2 dependent flat F1 of M*. Let C, be the fundamental circuit of a in 
MIA' with respect o A' -B* .  By Proposition 4.3, C, meets a rank-2 dependent flat 
F2 of M* different from F1. By orthogonality, IF,. - Ca l~< 1 for i = l and 2. Hence, 
[B* N(F1 UF2)] ~<3. Hence [B* - (Fl UF2)[ >~[B*} - 3. Since B* contains at most two 
elements of any rank-2 dependent fiat of M* meeting A t, the number of flats meeting 
A t is at least ½([B*[- 3 )+ 2= ½([B*[ + 1). Equality holds only if IB* nF~] =2 and 
IB*n (F1 UF2)I = 3. Let b E (B* NF2) -F I  and let Ch be the fundamental circuit of b 
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in MIA I with respect o A / -B* .  By Proposition 4.3, Cb meets a rank-2 dependent fiat 
F3 of M* different from F2. Since IB* nFl l  =2  and bf[Fl, we have that IF1 --Cb] >>.2. 
By orthoganility, Cb NF1 ----- 0. Hence F3 #F1. Now [B* - (F I  UF2 t-JF3)l >t [B*[ - 4, so 
the number of rank-2 dependent fiats meeting A' is at least ½(IB*I-4)+ 3 = ½ IB*I+ 1. 
The result follows from the observation that A meets at least as many rank-2 dependent 
flats as A' and that IB*I = IA'I - r(A') = I,,11 - r(A). [] 
In order to apply Proposition 4.5 in the proof of Proposition 1.6, we note that for a 
set A C E(M), 
IA I  - r(A ) = r(M*) - r(M*I(E -A ) )  
= r(M*/(E - A)). 
Hence, in the statement of Proposition 4.5, ½(IAI - rb4)) + 1 can be replaced by 
½r(M*/(E-  A) )+ 1. Recall that Proposition 1.6 states that for a minor-minimally 
3-connected matroid M with rank and corank at least three, 
f2 (M) + f~ (M) >1½ [r(M/Del) + r(M*/Con)] + 1. 
Proof of Proposition 1.6. Suppose that Del is independent. Then either Con is a 
spanning dependent set of M* or Del is a basis of M. Suppose that Con is a spanning 
dependent set of M*. Then r(M*/Con)= 0 and the dual of Proposition 4.5 implies 
that 
f2(M) >/ ½r(M/(E - Con)) + 1 
½r(M/Del) + 1. 
Hence, the result follows. 
Suppose that Del is a basis of M and Con is a basis of M*. Then r(M/Del)= 
r(M*/Con)=O. Hence, the result follows by Proposition 1.7. Therefore, the result 
holds if Del is independent. By duality, the result holds if Con is independent in M*. 
Hence, we may assume that Del is dependent in M and Con is dependent in M*. In 
this case, Proposition 4.5 and its dual imply that 
f2(M) + f * (M)  >1 [½r(M/(E - Con)) + 1] + [½r(M*/(E - Del)) + 1] 
= ½[r(M/(E - Con)) + r(M*/(E - Del))] + 2 
>1 ½[r(M/Del) + r(M*/Con)] + 2. [] 
The result of Mader [2, Proposition 2] cited at the beginning of Section 1 actually 
contains the 4-connected analogue for graphs in its statement. That is, if C is a circuit 
of a 4-connected graph G with the property that minvec d(v)>4, then C has at least 
two superfluous edges. Here, a superfluous edge e is one for which G\e is 4-connected. 
This indicates one possible direction of further matroid research. 
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While we have proved a matroid version of this result in the 3-connected case, a 
similar result for matroids has not been proved in the 4-connected case. As is common 
in matroid theory, a four-connected analogue may be very difficult to achieve. 
It is easy to give examples that demonstrate hat the bounds given in this paper are 
best possible. It may prove fruitful to characterize or to give more structural information 
about those matroids which are extremal with respect o these bounds. 
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